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USIN6 CONPUTERS TO ANSWER FUNOANEMTAL QUESTIONS III C(MBUSTIM
THEORY : AN EXANPLE FRM DUOPLET C~USTI~

by

R. O. Jmssen ●nd P. J. O’Rourke
Los AlaWJS National Laboratory

LOS Alamos, Neu Rextco 87545

ABSTRACT
Many fundamental questions In ctiustlon theory are either par-

tially or totally Intractable analytically. Thus, It Is often de-
sirable to use c~uted results to supplement Information obtained
by analytlc means. We Illustrate hw cmutatlon can supplement
analysts by examlnlng the role of gas-phase unsteadiness In droplet
vaporlzatlcm and cmkwstlon,

I. fflTRODUCTION

Many fundamental questions In c-ustlon theory are either partially or

totally Intractable analytically, and even for those problems that are par-

tially tractable, analysls may not yield enough information for a particular

purpose. Consoquentlyo the c~uter 1s Increasingly relted on to supplement

information cbtalrmd by analytlc mans. In this paper, we illustrate how

c~utatlon can supplement analysls by ●xamlnlng the role of gas-phase un-

steadiness In droplet vaporization and ctiustton.

Ms-phase quasi-steadiness has long been considered a good approxlmatlcm

Inmdellng subcritical droplet vaporlzatton and cdwstlon.[1,2] This Is be-

caw a typical time scale for gas-phase translmt procossos ts smallw than

the ttme scale for changes tn the boundary condtttons that tho gas phase ex-

porlmces (that 1s, droplet surface tmeraturo and radius). TM ratio of
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these time scales Is proportlcml to the gas-to-ltqutd denstty ratio, uhlch Is

typically l:lGOO or less. Ltttle else Is knoun (analytically) ●bout gas-phase

unsteadiness in droplet vaporization and cdwstton, ●pparently because the

partial differential equations descrlbtng the process are intractable ●xcept

uhen specfal boundary conditions are l~osed.[3] (These special boundary con-

ditions cOnSfSt of Speclfylng a-lent condttlons ●t r m ., ulth r the distance

from the droplet center. This gtves rfse to ●n unsteady boundary layer ●t

largo r, which does not exist when aMent conditions are speclfted ●t a ft-

nlte radius.)

‘!de solved the mdel equations nmrlcally using a recently developed

c~uter code called CCMIQ.[4] Using flnlte differences, COUID solves the

balance equdtlons describing spherically s~trlc, unsteady droplet c~us-

tlon. The c~uted rates of change of droplet t~erature and radius wre

cmared with tne rates predicted by quasi-steady analyses. Because COUID

uses flnlte-rate chemistry. Its droplet combustion results uere not c~ared

with the quasi-steady analytlc results, uhlch ●re based on ● flame sheet

mdel. For droplet vaporlzatlon, w found that when changes In droplet tem-

perature were suppressed, the unsteady ●nd quasi-steady results ●greed to

wlthln about 0.1%. That 1s, there Is negligible gas-phase unst8adlness In re-

sponse to droplet surface regression. Hcuever, when the droplet t~erature

was allowed to vary, the unsteady and qu~sl-steady results differed by as much

as 20% during the droplet heating period. That 1s, there can be appreciable

gas-phase unsteadiness In reponse to varying droplet temperature.

This result appears to be In agreement with the flndlngs of B!rchley and

Riley.[5] They also obtained stmllar results for mste~dy droplet cmbustfon

using a flame sheet model. (It should b~ noted that their results ●re based

on the same spec~al boundary conditions that ware used tn Ref. 3.)

These numrlcal results pr~ted us to raronstdor tl’m ttm-scal~ r~tlos

mntlcmed ●arner. Me found that, although the ratto of the tlm scale for

gas-phase transient processes to that for changes In the droplet surface tem-

perature Is indeed proportional to the gas-to-llquld densfty ratio, the pro-

pOrtlOnallty factor can be on the order 100. ‘bus, the overall tlm-scale

ratio my be as large as 1/10. Thts result 1s for droplet vaporization. A

slmllar result Is obtained for droplet c~ustlon, uhlch suggests that gas-

phase unstetdlness ●lso can be stgnlflcant for burning droplots durtng the

droplet hoatlng pertod.
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l’hose fltil~s should not be Interpreted as meaning that gas-phase quas~-

stedlness 1s ● bad ass~tlon. Rather, the quasi-steadiness apprortmt~on

-y be tnapprofmlate during th~ droplet h~atlng per40d. We will shou that

-n th~ droplot t~erature, uhtch Is ●ss-d to be uniform, changes suffl-

Cf@ntly rapidly to induce appreciable gas-phase unsteadiness, th~ droplet

llfespan 1s mwh longer than the droplet heating period. Consequently, gas-

phase unsteadiness in response to droplet heattng should be negltgtble, except

possibly during the ●arly portion of the droplet’s ltfotlme.

11. WDEL EWJATIOUS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Although the CONID code can solve a fairly general set of equatlons,[4]

we ulll introduce several ass~tlons. These will allw the quasi-steady

problem to be solved In a concise form. Each assimgtlon wI1l be stated at the

point uhere It Is first used.

Our nmnclature Is llsted In Table 1. The mmss balance for species k is

glvcn by

(1)

The CONID code solves a momentum equatton, but w wI1l not consider It

here, For thtse lw-speed, spherically s~trlc flows, tho momentum equation

can bc r@p”lac@d cff?ctlvely by a uniform pressure statmnt. Me will further

rostrlct our att~ntlon to flow In uhlch tho pressure Is constant In time.

With these approxlmatlons, the wloclty flold can be obtained by tntogratlng

(2)
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Wtch Is dorlved frm Eqs. (3) ●nd (4) belw. The mixture energy balance Is

●xpressd by

(3)

Here It has been assumed that all species have the same (constant) heat capa-

city and mlecular uetght.

The thermal equation of state Is

PR T

pm+. constant . (4)

The solutlon domalri Is the range of radldl locatlons r between the drop’s

surface r and a large radius r at uhlch ambient condlttons (pressure P ,

t~eratu;e T-, and species mas; fractions Ykm) are sp~clffed. Condltlo;s at

r~ and the rate of change of r are determined by Interface conservation con-

ditions for species mss and e;erfiy and by the so-called surface equlllbrlum

approximation.[6]

The species mass lnt~rface conditions are

dr dr 8Y
s

—4 = pk(u - & - Po; .‘% dt kl
(5)

It Is understood

dropl~t surface.

In Eq. (5) that all gas-phase varlablos ar~ evcluatod at the

Here 4 Is the Kronocker delta, and SPOC1OS 1 Is taken to be

the fuel. The energy conservatlor~ condition Is
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r dl
s

+r
s

—+mLo
= ? ‘tcfi dt

s

where m Is given by

()
dr

s
in. pu—-.

d:

(6)

(7)

Here It Is assu~d that the droplet t~erature 1s unlforrn. A form of the

Clal~s~us-ClaPeyron ●quation relates the fuel mass fractton and temperature at

thedrop’s surface:[6]

()
T

J
s LM

pY ■ p exp
1s o

—dT .
12

oRT

(8)

o

The quantity pY1s represents the partial pressure of fuel vapor at the drop?et

surface given the earner assun@lon of equal species molecular uetghts. The

latent heat per unit mass, L, Is given by

L(T) ❑ L +(c- CI) (T-T ) ,
ref P ref

assumlt~g c t to be constant.

Finally, Inltlal conditions must be given. Those are

g)

at t ■ 0, r ● r
s so ‘

-,6-
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TsDT
so ‘

(11)

plus tnltlal gas phase

III. QUASI-STEAOIhiSS

profiles.

APPROXIMATION

In essence, quasi-steadlntss Is an assumtlon that the a/at terms in

Eqs. (1) and (3) can be neglected and that ldrs/dtl<<u In Eqs. (5) and (7).

In this section, w present the solutlon of the quasi-steady problem. These

results are essentially the saw as thos? In Ref. 7, except that here ambient

conditions are applled at a flnlte radius rather than at =.

P* Dronlet VaDortzatlonti Ithout Colnbu stlon

The equations describing this problem are

2
pur = M(t) ,

ay

()
aY

ka 2k
m —-— pDr — -0 ,

ar W ar

()~-:-~r
2 aT

=0,
ar c G

P

●sr+r :T+T, y+y
D 9 k km ‘

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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av

H(Y - 4,k) = plh~
ks

JI
ar r ‘

s

z dr
s

—=M,
- ‘t ‘S dt

P

[( )1
LH1l

Y
1s

=~exp ~ —-r
T

, and

Ooz

&tt=O:T=T r mr

s so’ s so “

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

It has been assumed that L Is constant. If we further restrict Uur at-

tention to the case Inuhlch Y1- 1s zero and pD and a are constant, then the

followlng evolutton ●quations for droplet temperature and radius are obtatned.

13 dTs
-PO #n (l-Yls)

[

c (T -T )
P-s

-r PC — . 1-L,
3sR&dt 11 -pocp/l

—-— (1-Y, ~] -:
r r

s-

(21)
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.

dr
2s

pOln(l-Y1s)

pr —
tsdt ‘1 1 “

—.—
r r

s-

(22)

B* Oronltt C-U stlon

Equations (12) through (20) still apply, except that the appropriate jump

conditions must be Imposed across the flame sheet. If the reaction taking

place Is VI F + V20+ V3P and Q 1s the heat release per unit mass of fuel’

con- sumed, then evolutlon equations analogous to Eqs. (21) and (22) can be

de- rived. If the Lewis number Is unity, then these evolutlon equations are

()
‘1

1+—Y

13 dTs
PD 2-

‘2
-rPc— in
3 S t tdt ’11 1 -Y

—-— 1s

dr
2s

po

I
Q ‘1

CP(l-Y )(T -T +——Y2=)
1s = s Cv

p2
●

‘1
Y+—y

1s am
‘2

{
1 - Y_ 1

pr—=

\

tn —
tsflt 1 1—.—

r r 1+
s- &L#

‘2

I

I-L * (23)

(24)

In these equations, subscripts 1 and 2 refer to fuel and oxidant, respectively.
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Iv. COMPARISON OF UNSTEADY AND QUASI-STEADY RESULTS

The CONID computer code was used to calculate solutlons for the unsteady

droplet vaporization problem, and the results were compared with the predic-

tions of the quasi-steady theory. No comparison was mede for the droplet com-

bustion problem because CONID uses flnlte-rate chemistry, whereas the quasl-

steady theory uses a flanw sheet approxlmatton. It would have been l~ossible

to dlstlngulsh clearly between unsteady gas-phase effects and flnfte-rate

chemistry effects.
9

To generate results that could be compared with the quasi-steady theory

directly, the CONID calculations used the same assumptions (except for gas-

phase quasi-steadiness and constant pressure). The parameters chosen roughly

corresponded to those of methanol, except for the latent heat of vaporlzatlon,

uhlch was set to a value substantially less than that of methanol (thereby

being closer to values typical of most other fuels). The parm?ters are

listed In Table 11. The Inltlal gas-phase profiles were set to the corre-

sponcilng quasi-steady profiles so as to mlnlmlze, If not ●ltmtnate, unwanted

Inltlal transients.[8] Results from the quasi-steady theory were obtained by

Integrating Eqs. (21) and (22) numerically, with Y,s given as a function of Ts

by Eq. (19), using the same parameters as In the CONID calculation.

TUO cases were considered. Ftrst, the Inlttal droplet temperature was

set to a value above the wet-bulb temperature so that the droplet cooled as

time progressed. Profiles of droplet temperature vs time and droplet radius

vs time are shown In Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. In each ftgure, both the

quasi-steady and CONID results are plotted. The rate of change of droplet

temperature 1s 15% to 20% larger In magnitude for the quasi-steady theory, and

the rate of change of droplet radius Is 10% to 12% greater for the quasl-

steady theory, Note that these results are for early In the droplet llfetlme.

In the second case, the Inltlal droplet temperature was set to J value

below the wet-bulb temperature so that the droplet was heated as time pro-

gressed. Profiles of droplet tewerature vs time and droplet radfus vs time

are shown In Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, with the corresponding quasi-steady

results also plotted for comparison. The droplet heating rate Is ●bout 4%

larger for the quasi-steady theory, and the rate of change of the droplet

radius 1s 3% to 4% greater (In magnitude) for the unsteady results. Agafn,

these results are for early In the droplet llfethe.
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TABLE 11

PARAWTERS USED IN VAPORIZATION Calculations

CP
L

P

P.

r
so

r

T;.

T
w

To

M

(pD)

1.046 X 107

1.046 X 107

5.000 x 109

9.964 X 105

5.094 x 105

0.01

0.2

300.0/331.0

1300.0

400.0

30.0

0.0001

0.5

aAll value; are In cgs units. The two values of T~o correspond to the dro?let

heating and cooltng calculations.
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SFC TDIP VS TlfIE

Fig. 1. Droplet surface temperature vs tlm for droplet vaporlzatton, with
the tnltlal droplet t~erature above the wet-bulb t~erature. The
curve marked with “+” markers 1s the result of a CONID calculation;
the other curve shous the result of the corresponding quasi-steady
gas-phase analysls.

DROF RFIDIUS VS TIME

Fig. 2. Oroplet radius vs time for tho sti= calculation as in Fig. 1. The
curw marked ulth .+’ markers 1s the result of tho COU1O calculation;
the othor curvo shws the result of tho corrospondtng quasi-steady
gas-phase analysts.
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SFC TEfIP VS TIWZ

Fig. 3. Droplet surface temperature vs the for droplet vaporlzatlon, with
the Inltlal droplet t~erature below the wet-bulb tmperat~re. The
curve marked with ‘+’ wrkers IS the result of & CON1O calculation;
the other curve shows the result of the corresponding quasi-steady
gas-phase calculation.

DROP 171WUS VS TIMC

Fig. 4. Droplet radius vs tlw for the same calculation as In Fig. 3. The
curve wrkod with ‘+’ merkers Is the result of the CON1O calculation;
tho other curve show the result of the corresponding quasi-steady
gas-phas~ ●nalysts.
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CWID also was run for the case In uhlch the Inltlal droplet twqmature

was set to the wet-bulb temperature. When surface regression was suppressed

artlflclally, CONID maintained the quasi-steady profiles; when the droplet was

allowed to vaporize, the calculated surface regression rate was wlthtn approx-

lm&tely O.l%of the quasi-steady value.

These results demonstrate that, although there Is negltgtble gas-phase

unsteadlntss in response to droplet surface regr~sslon, there can be appreci-

able gas-phase unsteadiness In response to varying droplet temperature.

v. TIME-SCALE ANALYSIS

Me belleve that the reason gas-phase unsteadiness can be appreciable dur-

ing the droplet heating (or coollng) period Is that the time scale for droplet

heating may not be that much larger than the gas-phase transient dlffuston

tfme scale. That 1s, the droplet surfac~ temperature boundary condltlon seen

by the gas phase can change rapidly enough to Induce gas-phase unsteadiness.

The argument for this conjecture Is based on a reexamlnatton of the tfme

scales.

h, DroDlet vdDGrlzatlo n Wthout COmbu

Let 19 and Th denote time scales for gas-phase transient dlffuslon and

droplet heating, respectively. Then, a representative t is given by
9

2
r

s
T 9m~’

and a reasonable expression for t Is
h

(25)

T -T

‘h
■ I ;:,dt ‘1 ●

s

(26)
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TW Is tht value of Tt for uhlch dT~/dt, given by ECI. (21), Is zero. We ap-

proximate thedmnnlnator In Eq. (26) by the ernpresslon of Eq. (21). If the

Leuls number Is unity and If l/r_may be neglected, then

P c r2(T - Ttil
R$sso

‘h “

[

(1 -Y)c(T-T~)

3PD M(l - Yls) -
lsp- 1-L

Y
1s

Therefore, the ratio ?g/lh Is approximately

‘Q“ ‘9
——

‘h ‘8

[

(1 - Y )C (T - Ts)
lsp- 1

31n( 1 - Y,*) -L
Y

1s 1

t SO-TJc (T
.

. (27)

(28)

Me have added the subscrtpt g to the gas-phase density to em~:hnslze that

the time-scale ratio Is proportional to the gas-to-ltquld density ratio. How.

ever, the quantity Inside the absolute value may be large. If we evaluate It

using the parameters from the droplet heating calculation and at the tnltlal

droplet temperature Tso, we find that t /t Is approximately 140 t~mes thegh
gas-to-llquld density ratio.

Et DroDlet C@gstlon

As for droplet vaporlzatlon, the time scales vq and Th are given by

Eqs. (25) and (26). Note that Twb Is now the value Uf Ts for which dTs/dt, as

given by Eq, (23), Is zero. The denominator In Eq. (26) Is approximated by

the ●xpression In Eq. (23). If I/r= Is small compared wtth l/rs, then
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‘h =

p c r2(T - Twb)
$1ss0

‘1

41 +--Y
Zm

‘2

T
1s [

o ‘1
c (1 - Y1s)(T . Ts + ——Y2-)

P m c“
p2

.

‘1
Y +—Y

1s Zm
‘2

Therefore, the r~t10 Tg/Ih #s approxtmlltely

‘Q %
—m—

‘h ‘1

3tn

!
‘1

1+—Y

,)

Zm
‘2

1 -Y
1s

1-L

.
u

Q -1
c (1 - Y,J(T -T +——+2-)

P = SC”
P2.

-L

‘1
Y +—Y

1s 29
‘2 .

wb -

. (29)

. (30)

1

Again, we have added the subscript g to the gas-phase density to mpha-

slze that the time-scale r~tlo Is proportional to tho gas-to-llquld danstty

ratio. However, the quanttty Inside the absolute value may be large, as was

the case for the correspondli?g expression for droplet vaporization. ‘Conse-

quently, we belleve that gas phase unsteadiness. during the droplot haatlng

period, may also be Important for droplet combustion. The numerical results

In Ref. 5 appear to support this belief.

~.WMIMMI!

We have seen that gas phase unsteadiness can be slgnlflcant during the

droplet h~atlng period. Me nowwlll show that, when droplet hoatlng Is sufft-

clently rapid to Induce appr8clable g8s-phase unsteadiness, the droplet heat-

ing period Is much shorter than th~ droplet’s llfettme. As a consequence,
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gas-phase qu~sl-steddlness should be a good approximation during most of the

droplet llfospan (In the absence of other unsteadiness mechanisms).

Let to be a tWe Scale characterizing the surf&ce regression rate of the

droplet. Then, a reasonable expression for td Is

r
so

drs /dt ‘

For droplet v~porlzatlon

at the

1s,

‘d ■

Inltlal condltlons, to

PD tn(l - Y,S)
o

and tntirefore,

(31)

without combustion, we use Eq. (22), evaluated

approximate the denominator of Eq. (31). That

T P
99

—m—

I

Ul(l - Y,s)
‘d ‘t

The analogous results for droplet combustion are

Pr2
8 so

m .

1-Y
1s

pD t

‘1
1+—Y

2-
‘2

(32)

(33)

(34)
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and

‘1
1+—Y

&
‘2

1
)

-v “
1s

(35)

In Eqs. (32)--(35), It has been assumed that I/r- IS negllg~ble compared w~th

l/rso. The quanttty In absolute values In Eq. (33) and the logarithm term In

Eq. (35) are both of order unity; therefore, In either case the droplet llfe-

ttme Is much longer than the gbs-phase unstei~dlness ttme scale.

If there Is appreciable gas-phase unsteadiness In response to droplet

heating, theh the droplet heating time scale IS not much longer than the gas-

phase unsteadiness time scale. Consequently, the droplet llfettnw Is notably

longer than the droplet heattng time scale, and the droplet heating process

and Its associated gas-phase unsteadiness are slgnlflcant only during the

●arly part of the droplet’s llfespan.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Numerical results obtained with the CDNID computer program showed that

there can be appreciable gas-phase unsteadiness in response to droplet heat-

Irig. This led us to reconsider the time scales Involved, uhlch showed that,

given the right condltlons, droplet heattng can occur on a ttme scale com-

parable to (at least wlthln an order of magnitude of) the gas-phase transient

dlffuslon time scale. It also was shown that, when the droplet heating does

induce unsteadiness, the droplet heat!ng period Is short c~ared with the

droplet llfespan. The short durat~on of the qas-phase unsteadlnoss means that

It can be Ignored In wny contexts. On the other hand, those who need to be

concerned ~bout the posslblllty of an tnltlal period of unsteadiness can use

Eq. (28) or Eq. (30), uhlch correspond to droplet vaporization and ctiustlon,

respectively, to predict uhether there ulll be appreciable gas-phase unsteadi-

ness In response to droplet heating.
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There are nwwarous cweats concerning the ‘real wvld- relevance of these

results. In particular, the ass~tlons of spatially uniform droplet tem-

perature and sphertca~ symetry aay be quite Inappropriate In sorM clrcum-

stances.[9] Nest of the other approximations that we have made are probably

less crttlcal.

Ftnally, It must be emphasized that we have considered only gas phase

unsteadiness In response to changes In the boundary condlttons (droplet tem-

perature and radius) that are experienced by the gas phase. We have not con-

sidered unsteadiness resultlng from other causes, such as relaxat~on of the

gas phase ~m Inltlally non-quasi-steady profiles to the quasi-steady state.

We plan to se CONID to Investigate problems such as this In the future.
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